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ABSTRACT

The selection and study of reference events for inclusion in the National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) Knowledge Base requires the application of a much broader suite of seismic analysis software than does either the routine production of a seismic bulletin or the subsequent preliminary screening of those bulletin events to conduct nuclear monitoring. For either of those latter applications, a large program designed explicitly for that single purpose can be applied to the many events that will be processed daily, but to study the much smaller number of reference events in adequate detail it is necessary to use many separate specialized programs. These individual programs must communicate with one another in an efficient and flexible manner, so that a scientist can select which programs to run and in what order, thereby improvising a data-processing pipeline of programs passing their results from one to the next. The scientist may in fact wish to develop new software to perform specific analyses on the particular events under examination, and this new software must work in tandem with the existing software.

We have therefore explored the use of a distributed programming environment as the architecture for a reference event analysis system. This environment was chosen so that specialized analysis tools could be developed independently of one another and then integrated with existing programs. The specialized tools would remain separate from the existing software, however, and they could in fact run on different platforms, communicating with the other software across a local network or even the Internet. A distributed processing environment allows an expanded system to be built from stand-alone software components that can easily be added to or removed from the existing system by re-directing the data communications without requiring fundamental changes to the existing software. A particular advantage to this approach is that a researcher who wishes to design and test a particular algorithm for seismic analysis can construct a software component that performs only that algorithm, and then existing software systems can be used to provide data input and graphics display capabilities for testing that component. It will thus not be necessary to include those capabilities within the component under development nor to make changes to the existing software systems that could introduce harmful software “side effects” to them.

In the first phase of this project, we investigated implementing this system architecture using the large seismic analysis package geotool as a client program that invoked services from distributed components via the Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) as the data communications platform and the Internet Inter-ORB Protocol (IIOP) as the wire protocol for Internet transmission. CORBA is software architecture for binary data communications, and it was designed in the 1990s primarily for client-server computing within a single enterprise. Because the data transmissions are binary, CORBA cannot be used to invoke services across a firewall. Within the last two years there has emerged a new software standard for distributed computing, especially among different enterprises communicating across the Internet, that is based on ASCII messages (encoded using XML) rather than binary transmissions. This standard, known as Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP), allows components to operate as “Web services” that can be called using HTTP as the wire protocol and that can thus operate across firewalls. In our recent work we have replaced CORBA with SOAP as the basis for our distributed data processing. Because Web services are becoming an important aspect of electronic commerce, most modern software development systems on the UNIX, Java, and Windows platforms all include tools that facilitate the construction of Web services, and since the data are transmitted as ASCII messages rather than binary code, software components on these different platforms can operate together as a single data processing system. This inter-platform distribution of components is likely to become a key aspect of most newly developed large data analysis systems.
OBJECTIVE

Scientists use a variety of stand-alone computer programs to analyze and identify seismic events for nuclear explosion monitoring, and an especially wide selection of software tools is needed for the detection and intensive study of reference events that will be included in the NNSA Knowledge Base for use in future event comparisons. Some of these stand-alone programs are large software packages that offer many tools for routine seismic analysis, but they are difficult to modify to include additional tools for specialized tasks. Others of these stand-alone programs offer the capability of performing only specific operations, and they must be used in conjunction with other programs such as interactive waveform graphics displays that offer more general analysis capabilities. In most cases neither the large software packages nor the specialized analysis programs can communicate adequately from one to another without the tedious creation and input of temporary data files and other awkward techniques. Since the stand-alone programs cannot exchange data easily, it is difficult to use them in a data-processing pipeline that could add new capabilities to those offered by the large software packages or that could allow the specialized analysis programs to rely on other software for tasks such as graphics displays.

A reference event analysis system should therefore be built by using a system architecture that facilitates data flow among these stand-alone programs, including any new programs that will be developed in the course of future research and that may be especially valuable for the identification and characterization of reference events. This new architecture should allow the results of one program to be sent easily to another one, as chosen on a case-by-case basis by the seismic analyst, without the creation of temporary files and database tables. Because many of the stand-alone seismic analysis programs that need to communicate with one another are written in different computer languages, and many are written for use under different operating systems, it will be important for this architecture to be as nearly platform-independent as possible. Furthermore, the communications among the separate programs should allow access to remote resources for data retrieval or specialized computations. The reference event analysis system should therefore be constructed as a distributed system of individual software components rather than as a single large software package. The first objective of our study is to examine software architectures and communications protocols that will allow existing and newly developed programs to be used as the components in this distributed system. Our next objective is to select and modify those programs so that they can be integrated into a reference event analysis system using that distributed system architecture.

RESEARCH ACCOMPLISHED

It is our intention to use the familiar seismic analysis program geotool as the cornerstone, at least initially, of the reference event system because it offers a wide suite of graphics tools and processing routines. The geotool routines will first be supplemented and eventually be replaced by other processing routines that will operate remotely, and finally the core graphics will also be replaced by a dedicated user interface program. We have therefore undertaken tasks to augment geotool with new functionality and with an up-to-date description of its processing, especially in the form of metadata files, and we have undertaken tasks to implement a distributed processing architecture based on XML SOAP messages passed between geotool and seismic processing routines running as Web services, possibly on different computers and different operating systems.

Software Requirements for a Reference Event Characterization Tool

We have undertaken an extensive review of the operational capabilities, limitations, problems, and deficiencies of the stand-alone seismic analysis program geotool. The program itself (Henson, 1993) is now ten-years old, and although it has continued to evolve throughout its software life cycle, its most recent publicly distributed documentation (Coyne and Henson, 1995) is eight-years old. We have written a documentation update describing the program’s current operations, and we have constructed a software requirements specification detailing the changes to the program that will be necessary if it is to be used as a central component of the reference event analysis system. We have also categorized the current operations of geotool in terms of a metadata description of the results of the processing, as will be described below.

Change in System Architecture

In our previous work (Rivers et al., 2002) we investigated the use of CORBA as the backbone architecture for data processing communications between geotool and remote programs. In our current work we have replaced CORBA with XML SOAP messages passed between geotool and seismic processing routines running as Web services, possibly on different computers and different operating systems.
with XML SOAP Web services as the backbone of the distributed processing. There are several benefits motivating this change, but there are also certain costs associated with it. Within a single computer, it may be preferable to implement inter-thread communications using direct socket connections for remote procedure calls (RPCs), and, within a client/server LAN, it may be preferable to use a binary protocol such as CORBA, as has been done throughout the 1990s to connect PCs to mainframes. For business-to-business commerce, however, it is preferable to invoke RPCs and transmit data using ASCII messages sent across the Internet through HTTP, a format that can work even if the client and server operate inside separate firewalls. It is for this reason that XML SOAP Web services are rapidly becoming the industry standard, and we feel that a reference event analysis system can make use of this loosely coupled system by swapping newly developed software into and out of it. Moving from sockets to CORBA to SOAP results in a gain of flexibility by moving to increasingly higher levels of software abstraction within the TCP/IP stack, but it comes at the cost of decreased efficiency, as direct binary communications are replaced by ASCII messages. We nevertheless believe this loss in efficiency is offset by the decrease in development time, and especially by the decrease in software maintenance time, required for the implementation of such a loosely coupled system of independently developed components rather than a large single program or a tightly coupled client/server system. Another advantage is that whereas CORBA permits communication among the UNIX, Linux, and Java platforms, SOAP Web services permit these platforms to communicate easily with the Windows 2000 platform.

Our investigations of the use of XML SOAP for distributed seismic processing will be illustrated by a Web service that computes the short-term average (STA) of a time series. This routine is a C++ program running within the Microsoft .NET software platform under Windows 2000 (not as a program running on the Java platform within Windows). Figure 1 shows the Web Services Description Language (WSDL) interface that this program presents to the Internet. In this case the WSDL file was generated automatically by the Microsoft Visual Studio software development tool when the C++ program was installed within the Inetpub/wwwroot directory of the Web server, so the programmer does not need to write the WSDL description. Figure 2 shows the format of the SOAP message that should be used by a client program such as geotool that has need of this particular Web service. The Microsoft.NET development environment automatically generates this SOAP format tool, and SOAP messages in that format can then be used by a program running under Linux (like geotool) to communicate with this Windows program.

In our description of the work that we performed using CORBA as the middleware platform for distributed processing (Rivers et al., 2002), we presented a number of screenshots showing the transmission of waveforms between the C-language program geotool running under Linux and a Java program running within Windows. We shall not show a similar sequence of screenshots herein, since externally the distributed processing appears the same whether CORBA or Web services are used as the architecture. We do show in Figure 3 how to establish a routing to that same Java program, now accepting SOAP messages rather than CORBA transmissions to invoke its operations, and at the bottom of the figure we show that a geotool menu item is being used to receive the results of the processing performed by that remote application.
Figure 1. Screenshot of a browser window displaying the WSDL (Web Services Description Language) interface to the Web service StatelessL1STAserver, which computes the short-term average (STA) of a time series, using the L1 (i.e., absolute value) norm to rectify the data. StatelessL1STAserver is a C++ class operating as a Web service within the Microsoft .NET software platform under the Windows 2000 operating system. The WSDL interface shows the input values (namely the array of data points that make up the time series, along with a couple of integers describing the desired STA time window) that can be used by geotool (or any other program needing the service of this STA algorithm) to access this Web service, as well as the output values (namely, a new array of data points) that this service will return to the calling program. The application that needs this service will call a local proxy object that has the same interface as is shown in this WSDL file, and the proxy will transmit the request via the Web server (within the local host, or across the Intranet or Internet, as directed by the URL for the Web service) and will receive the response. Because WSDL and SOAP are XML vocabularies, it does not matter that geotool and StatelessL1STAserver are written in different programming languages and run on different operating systems.
Figure 2. (Top) Screenshot showing a browser window that exposes the StatelessLISTAserver Web service to examination by a potential user of this service. The hyperlink to the “Service Description” exposes the WSDL file shown in Figure 1 that can be used to construct the interface to the proxy object. (Bottom) Screenshot showing that the hyperlink to the BuildAndGetSTAseries method of the C++ class exposes a template of the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) message that will be sent to the Web service via HTTP when the calling program, such as geotool, makes a call to the BuildAndSetSTAseries method of the proxy object.
Figure 3. (Top and middle) Windows that set up a SOAP RPC connection from the C-language program *geotool* to the Java program *Waveform*. Although in this instance both programs are running on the same computer, this need not be the case. (Bottom) A window showing the menu item to refresh the selected waveform in the *geotool* display using data modified within the *Waveform* program.
In seismic data analysis the issue of metadata is always an important one, since before the data can be entered into the Knowledge Base and the events can be located, parameterized, and classified it is necessary to know such things as how the raw data were obtained, how reliable were the measurements, what automatic and interactive processing were applied to the data, and the thresholds beyond which the processing results are invalid. This need for a thorough description of the metadata is even more nearly critical for a distributed processing system than for a single large seismic analysis package, since in our reference event system the client program such as geotool will treat the independent analysis programs as black boxes. It will send them data and receive results back, but the internal operations of these remote services must be regarded as unknown. It is therefore essential that the servers return to the clients not only the output of their algorithms but a thorough metadata description of all the values it returns and how they were derived. We have therefore undertaken the design of metadata records for all the processing routines within geotool, and we are extending that design to include external processing that will communicate with geotool. XML is becoming the software industry standard to use for categorizing metadata, and this format is especially beneficial to us since it can be passed back and forth between clients and Web services through HTTP, along with the XML SOAP RPC messages that instigate the data processing. Because ORACLE and other RDBMS vendors are enabling their products to manage XML metadata records along with relational tables, we shall be able to store on the server the contents of the passed metadata files. Figure 4 shows the XML markup for a metadata file describing the waveform processing applied by geotool. Because the XML markup tags are by definition extensible, we must define the tags that will be used in all instances of waveform processing, and the schema for these tags (itself an XML document) is shown on the right-hand side of the figure. The design of this particular schema is illustrated in Figure 5. Although the XML markup is intended to be read, principally by the data processing software, it can be presented in a form readily accessible by the geotool user, as is shown in Figure 6. The stylesheet that transforms the XML file into a presentation format is yet another XML document, and it is shown on the right-hand side of that figure.
Figure 5. (Top and bottom) Two selected excerpts from the design layout of the waveform metadata XML schema that was shown in the window on the right-hand side of the screenshot in Figure 4.
Figure 6. The browser window on the left-hand side of the screenshot shows, in a format that can readily be understood by the geotool operator, the contents of the waveform metadata file that were shown in XML format in the window on the left-hand side of the screenshot in Figure 4. To the right of the browser window there is shown another window that displays the XSLT (Extensible Stylesheet Language – Transformation) file that was used to transform the XML metadata file into the visual presentation form that is shown in the browser window.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Even if it were feasible to construct an expanded version of geotool that offered all the capabilities needed by a scientist to characterize fully the seismic reference events that will be included in the Knowledge Base, such a program would suffer from inflexibility to change in the face of new requirements or the development of new seismic data analysis techniques. We have therefore examined the use of a system architecture that is based on independent software components that may be located on a single computer or distributed across a network (possibly the Internet). We have found the design and construction of such a system architecture to be possible using the modern software technology which is employed in commercial applications such as business-to-business commerce. Although our initial investigations demonstrated that CORBA technology is suitable for that purpose, our work within the last year has shown that the technology of XML SOAP Web services can also serve as the foundation for a reference event analysis system. In such a system a graphically intensive application such as geotool can act as the user interface, dispatching data and commands to independent software components that may be written in different programming languages and that may run under different operating systems. It is our recommendation that XML Web services rather than CORBA be used as the foundation for the reference event analysis system, since this appears to be the prevalent trend in the software industry and since it is much easier to communicate with applications running under the Windows operating system from applications running on different platforms by means of XML and SOAP than it is by means of a software bridge between CORBA and Windows.
In a distributed data processing system, the generating, transmitting, and archiving of files of metadata describing the seismic analysis process is even more important than in a stand-alone application used for analysis. We have therefore conducted a detailed analysis of the metadata that describe the output of geotool, and we have examined how XML can be used as the format for describing those metadata. We recommend that XML metadata files, schemas, and stylesheets be designed for all software components that will be used within the reference event analysis system.

We envision that a reference event analysis system will consist of a graphical presentation tier running on a desktop computer or workstation for user interactions, a data tier that can run on a dedicated database server, and an applications tier that may run on the same computer as the user interface or that may be distributed across multiple computing platforms. Although initially geotool will be used for both the graphical presentation tier and the applications tier, the creation of new applications software as well as the incorporation of legacy seismic analysis programs into the applications tier will eventually reduce the need for the analysis capabilities of geotool. We anticipate that geotool will then be replaced by a user interface program written using an object-oriented design that will be easier to maintain throughout the remainder of the system’s software lifecycle than is the design of a huge C-language program like geotool.
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